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Localized surface-plasmon polaritons in disordered nanostructured metal surfaces: Shape versu
Anderson-localized resonances
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The electromagnetic wave scattering from disordered nanostructured metal surfaces supporting surface-
plasmon polaritons~SPP! is studied by means of fully retarded scattering formulations. We investigate the two
physical mechanisms which may underlie the excitation of localized SPP: Anderson localization and shape
resonances. The former mechanism is discarded since plane-wave excited, localized SPP are observed in the
absence of proper Anderson localization of SPP. In contrast, a detailed analysis of the near field for various
ensembles of surface realizations permits us to identify SPP shape resonances typically occurring at sub-
100-nm grooves or ridges, the latter being significantly stronger.
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Surface-plasmon polaritons~SPP! have attracted a grea
deal of attention in recent years. These are evanescent
tromagnetic~EM! waves bounded to metal-dielectric inte
faces due to oscillations of the electron plasma in the me1

A very rich phenomenology is exhibited when SPP are
cited on nanostructured metals: particularly, SPP confi
ment may take place on either periodic2 or disordered3–5 sys-
tems. The latter phenomenon relates to the observatio
localized optical modes, not only on metal surfaces supp
ing SPP,3 but also on different nanosystems supporting p
ticle plasmons such as colloidal aggregates.6,7 Such localized
optical modes are manifested by large and highly locali
EM fields, which lie on the basis of the EM enhancemen
surface-enhanced Raman scattering~SERS! and other non-
linear, surface optical processes,8 and in turn in SERS single
molecule detection.9,10

In the case of nanoparticle aggregates, it has been t
retically argued that localized optical modes stem fro
Anderson localization of particle plasmons.7,11 Nonetheless,
to our knowledge there is no clear theoretical evidence
to what is the physical mechanism leading to localiz
optical modes in disordered nanostructured metals supp
ing SPP, wherein the effects of retardation and, in turn,
radiative leakage are crucial. There are two obvious ca
dates: shape SPP resonances; or configuration reson
~low-probability, high-transmission modes for give
frequency/realization12,13! associated with the Anderson lo
calization of SPP propagating along the disordered surfa

In this Brief Report, we investigate the physical mech
nism underlying the roughness-induced excitation of loc
ized SPP~LSPP! on disordered nanostructured metal s
faces. We restrict our attention to one-dimensional~1D!
surfaces without loss of generality, as will become evid
below, because of computational constraints on the num
cal calculations needed to deal with the rigorous theoret
formulation involved. First, we study under either pla
wave~PW! or SPP illumination~of frequencyv) the scatter-
ing from a randomly rough metal surfacez5z(r )5z(x)
@Fig. 1~a!#. We exploit the impedance boundary condition14

on a planar surface in order to obtain the reduced Rayle
equation for the scattering amplitude of the only nonz
component of the magnetic field inp polarization~along the
y axis! in vacuum (z.z):
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H.~x,z!5Hi
.~x,z!1E

2`

` dq

2p
R~q,v!

3exp@ iqx1 iao~q,v!z#, ~1!

where ao(q,v)5@(v2/c2)2q2#1/2 for uqu<v/c and
ao(q,v)5 i @q22(v2/c2)#1/2 for uqu.v/c. Hi

.(x,z)
5exp@i(v/c)(xsinu02zcosu0)# in the case of PW illumina-
tion with angle of incidenceu0; or Hi

.(x,z)5exp@ik(v)x
2b0(v)z# for a SPP impinging from the negativex axis, with
wave-vector componentsk(v)5(v/c)@12e21#1/2 and
b0(v)52ıao@k(v)#5(v/c)@2e#21/2, e5e(v) being the
frequency-dependent dielectric function of bulk silver15 ~ne-
glecting dissipative losses!. The resultingk-space~KS! inte-
gral equation is

R~p,v!5G0~p,v!V~pupi !

1G0~p,v!E
2`

` dq

2p
V~puq!R~q,v!, ~2!

where pi[(v/c)sinu0 ~PW! or k(v) ~SPP!, G0(p,v)
[ i e@ea0(p,v)1 i (v/c)(2e)1/2#21 is the Green’s function
of the SPP on the unperturbed surface, and the scatte
potential V(puq)[b0(v) ŝ(p2q) has been introduced tha
is proportional to the Fourier transform of the surface impe
ances(x), which can in turn be linearly connected with th
actual surface roughnessz(x).14 The details of the formula-
tion are given elsewhere.16

In Fig. 1~b! we show the surface electric-field intensity fo
both PW ~normal incidence! and SPP illumination at the
wavelengthl52pc/v5620 nm, for a Ag surface profile
extracted from an ensemble of realizations obeying Gaus
statistics and Gaussian correlation~GC! function with corre-
lation length a5102.8 nm andd551.4 nm @Fig. 1~a!#.
These parameters ensure the presence of surface featu
the sub-100-nm range, which is known to favor the PW e
citation of SPP:4,5 indeed, LSPP are found with large value
of uE(x,z„x)…u2 @.102 times the electric-field intensity o
the incident PW in Fig. 1~b! at x'22.9 mm]. In contrast,
uE(x,z(x))u2 in Fig. 1~b! for an incident SPP shows no clea
evidence of LSPP~nearly exponentially! decaying along the
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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SPP propagating direction. This reveals that LSPP can
excited on a rough metal surface, whereas launching a
along exactly the same disordered metal surface does
lead to a resonant excitation related to Anderson localizat
However, to rule out this physical mechanism, further e
dence should be obtained.

For this purpose we calculate:~a! the frequency depen
dence of the SPP transmission coefficientT(v) for a given
realization;~b! the length dependence of the ensemble av
age of the SPP transmission coefficient~actually ^ ln T&), the
SPP reflection coefficient̂R&, and the total integrated rad
ated power̂ S& ~resulting from SPP coupling into outgoin
propagating waves in vacuum!. T, R, andS are normalized
by the power carried by the incident SPP,16 so that energy
conservation imposesR1T1S51. The results are pre
sented in Fig. 2. First, it is evident from the structurele
fairly flat behavior ofT(v) for one realization@circles in
Fig. 2~a!# that no resonant frequencies are found within
wide frequency range. Conversely, we have also calculateT
for different realizations at fixed frequency~not shown here!,
and no SPP resonances are observed either. As an exa
T(v) for the same frequency interval~normalized to the cen
ter frequency! is shown for single-mode propagation along
1D surface-disordered waveguide in the regime of Ander
localization17 ~the rough waveguide parameters are cho
so that^ ln T& is comparable to that for our SPP transmiss
problem!; large-T peaks linked to resonances are found.

We turn next to the analysis of theL dependence of the
ensemble-averaged quantities:^ ln T&, ^R&, and ^S& are
shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. Note that̂ ln T& decays mono-
tonically. Nonetheless, this decay does not correspond
substantial increase in the SPP reflection coefficient^R&, as
it would be the case in real 1D Anderson localization@for
which S[0 andR1T51; see the solid curves in Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c!#. It is due just to radiative leakage,^S&, the pre-
dominant SPP attenuation mechanism, rather than to co
ent SPP-SPP~back!scattering, as can be seen in Fig. 2~c!,
thus precluding the onset of Anderson localization. The

FIG. 1. ~a! Illustration of the scattering geometry~incident PW
or SPP!. Surface profile extracted from an ensemble of GC reali
tions with a5102.8 nm,d551.4 nm, andL512.6mm. ~b! Sur-
face electric-field intensities calculated~KS! for the surface profile
depicted in~a! and l5620 nm. Inset: semilog scale. Solid curv
incident PW; dashed curves~barely visible in the linear scale!: in-
cident SPP.
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fore, LSPP appear on random nanostructured metal surf
for which there is no Anderson localization of SPP.18 The
predominance of radiative leakage has been confirmed
our numerical calculations for different roughness para
eters and also for self-affine fractals with nanoscale low
cutoff:4 in all cases for a wide frequency range. In particul
if the surface roughness strength is weakened, either by l
ering d down to the nanometer scale or by using a larg
incident wavelengthl52 mm, both attenuation mechanism
diminish, but with fairly large ratiô S&/^R&@1.

What is the physical mechanism underlying t
roughness-induced excitation of LSPP? Let us thoroug
characterize~PW-excited! LSPP on nanostructured metal su
faces, in connection with topography. To this end, it is mo
convenient to employ the exact scattering formulation of
real-space~RS!, surface integral equations resulting from th
application of Green’s second integral theorem, for the sc
tering geometry inp polarization being studied@see Fig. 1~a!
for PW excitation#. The magnetic-field amplitude in vacuum
can be written as

H.~r !5Hi
.~r !1

1

4pE2`

`

dx8Fg8H~x8!
]Go~r ,r 8!

]n8

2L~x8!Go~r ,r 8!G , z.z~x!, ~3!

whereGo is the two-dimensional, real-space Green’s fun
tion, and the normal derivative is defined as]/]n[(n̂•“),
with n̂[g21(2]z/]x,0,1) andg5@11(]z/]x)2#1/2. In Eq.
~3!, the surface magnetic fieldH(x) and its normal derivative
gL(x) play the role of source functions~numerically ob-
tained as detailed in Ref. 4! from which all the EM field

- FIG. 2. KS calculations for SPP incidence.~a! SPP transmission
coefficient as a function of renormalized frequency for a sin
realization as in Fig. 1~a! ~circles!, but with lengthL56.3 mm.
Length dependence for fixedl5620 nm of~b! ^ ln T& ~circles! and
~c! ^R& ~hollow circles! and^S& ~filled circles! obtained by averag-
ing over an ensemble of (Np5200) GC realizations@with the same
roughness parameters as in Fig. 1~a!#. The results for single-mode
transmission through a surface-disordered waveguide are als
cluded for comparison~solid curves!, except for the meaningles
^S&[0 in ~c!.
0-2
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components both in vacuum and in the metal are calcula
~dissipative losses are now fully accounted for through
complex value of the Ag dielectric function15!. Monte Carlo
simulation calculations have been carried out for the int
sity of the normal and tangential electric-field compone
sn,t(x)5uEn,t(x,z(x))u2/uE( i )

„x,z(x)…u2 for ensembles of
GC and self-affine fractal surface realizations with differe
roughness parameters, all of them presenting sub-100
features known to favor LSPP excitation.4,5 It should be em-
phasized that our results fors(x) yield statistics19 in quali-
tative and quantitative agreement with the experimental
sults from photon scanning tunneling microscopy~PSTM!
images.20 We look for the percentage of LSPP~with given
electric polarization and intensity enhancements abov
thresholdsc5102) that is connected to surface~nano!ridges
and ~nano!grooves.

The results for a typical ensemble of GC surfaces
shown in Fig. 3. The surface electric field of LSPP is p
dominantly polarized along the normal compone
(.90%). But what is most striking is the correlation wi
the surface features in Fig. 3~a!: ;60% of such normal LSPP
appear at surface maxima, the rest being at other locat
~not surface minima!. Conversely, the tangential LSPP~only
,10% of the total! concentrate at surface minim
(;90%). All these features are preserved throughout
spectral region being studied, the percentage of tangent
polarized LSPP tending to vanish in the near-IR (;2%
at l.1064 nm), as expected from the metal bound
conditions.

Thus the statistical analysis ofs(x) indicates that LSPP
exist predominantly at surface maxima and minima. B
what do these LSPP look like? We have examined the n
field patterns of LSPP for many different ensembles~GC
surfaces and also self-affine fractals!, finding striking simi-
larities in strong correlation with their location at eith
grooves or ridges. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!, the near-electric-
field ~log! intensity map of a LSPP in the vicinity of a su
face groove is plotted with normal incidence andl
5620 nm; recall that the total illuminated surface is mu
longer (L55.14mm) than shown. The near-field patte
suggests that a SPP is trapped near the groove bottom w

FIG. 3. ~a! Percentage of LSPP located at surface maxima (sn ,
filled circles! and minima (s t , hollow circles!, along thel50.5
22 mm range, obtained from RS calculations of the surfa
electric-field components for GC surface realizations witha
525.7 nm, d5128 nm, and L55.14mm. ~b! Percentage of
sn-type LSPP, obtained as in~a!.
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dipolelike@see near-electric-field polarization zoomed in F
4~a!#, opposite charge concentration on either groove w
Such an electric-field distribution responds to a favora
configuration allowed by the continuity conditions, char
oscillations inside the metal, and the corresponding norm
electric polarization of the SPP. And despite the fact t
En

SPP/Et
SPP}ue11u1/2 , the configuration leads to a larg

value of s t at the surface minimum,1 which in turn consti-
tutes the fingerprint of tangential LSPP in the previous s
tistical analysis, together with the two maxima ofsn sym-
metrically located at both sides of the groove a
contributing to nearly 40% of the uncorrelatedsn LSPP@Fig.
3~a!#. In light of the predominantly normal polarization a
shown in Fig. 4~a!, it is more appropriate to call them
groove-LSPP. These groove-LSPP are similar to LSPP fou
in periodic arrays of metallic semicylinders.2

The near-electric-field (log-intensity and polarizatio!
map corresponding to a LSPP at a surface ridge is show
Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!. The electric field is fairly symmetric and
normal to the surface, with a large peak at the very tip
the surface@as expected from the statistical analysis ofsn
LSPP in Fig. 3~a!#, resembling amonopolarconfiguration:
this configuration is also enforced by the boundary con
tions, SPP polarization, and non-forbidden charge distri
tion at the very end of the metal tip at adjacent walls. No
that the minimum spatial width of~both ridge and groove!
LSPP along the surface profile is;lSPP/2 @lSPP[l(e

e

FIG. 4. Near-field images~RS calculations! of the enhancemen
of the p-polarized electric-field intensity (u050°) in a log scale
close to a GC surface realization~with roughness parameters a
used in Fig. 3! in an area 0.530.5mm2, where a LSPP is observe
at either~c! a groove or~d! a ridge, zoomed in@60360 nm2# in ~a!
and~b!, respectively. The surface profile is superimposed as a w
curve ~and extends overL55.14mm). Grey scales span from
~black! logs522 in ~a! and~b!, or from logs50 in ~c! and~d!, to
3 ~white!.
0-3
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11)1/2/e1/2 being the planar SPP wavelength1#, compatible
with the experimental PSTM images.3,20

Further evidence in support of SPPshape resonancesis
given in Fig. 5, where the near-electric-field map is sho
for isolated, metal Gaussian defects with dimensions clos
those of the typical grooves and ridges in the random
surfaces being studied. The electric-field distribution near
surface protuberance~indentation! exhibits the same mo
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nopolar ~dipolar! LSPP configuration observed above f
ridges~grooves! in the randomly rough surface profiles~Fig.
4!. Alternatively, we have also verified that the latter LSP
are preserved when the rough surface profiles are flattene
regions beyond a certain lateral distanced from the surface
~nano!ridge/groove where a LSPP appears. The robustnes
LSPP is thus another argument in favor of shape SPP r
nances, and against Anderson-localized SPP resona
which are more sensitive to the entire surface profile.13 Fi-
nally, we have analyzed the role of absorption either by
tificially increasing the imaginary part of the dielectric fun
tion or by lowering v below the onset of interband
transitions~for Au and Cu!, leading to similar LSPP with
smaller EM field enhancements.

In summary, we have investigated through full electr
magnetic calculations the excitation of LSPP in disorde
nanostructured metal surfaces, with the aim of determin
the underlying physical mechanism: Anderson localization
SPP or SPP shape resonances. Our results rule out the fo
mechanism, whereas unequivocally connecting LSPP w
SPP shape resonances occurring at either grooves or rid
The conclusions have been verified for a wide spectral ra
in the visible and near-IR, and should be applicable to a
disordered nanostructured metal configuration suppor
SPP. This is not the case of subwavelength nanoparticle
gregates, where localized optical excitations are obser
and interpreted in the quasistatic approach as localized
face plasmons.7,11
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